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Court membership
History
Chief Justice
On Tuesday, June 15, 1971, Senator Mike Gravel (D-Alaska)
Warren E. Burger
received a copy of the Pentagon Papers from Ben Bagdikian, an
Associate Justices
editor at The Washington Post.Ill Over the next several days,
William O. Douglas ¯ William J. Brennan, Jr.
Potter Stewart ¯ Byron White
Gravel (who was dyslexic) was assisted by his congressional
Thurgood
Marshall ¯ Harry Blackmun
office staff in reading and analyzing the report.[1] Worried his
Lewis F. Powell, Jr. ¯ William Rehnquist
home might be raided by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Case opinions
Gravel smuggled the report (which filled two large suitcases)
into his congressional office, which was then guarded by
Majority White, joined by Burger, Blackmun,
[1]
Powell, and Rehnquist
disabled Vietnam veterans.
Dissent Stewart
On the evening of June 29, 1971, Gravel attempted to read the
Dissent Douglas
Pentagon Papers into the Congressional Record.J2] A lack of a
Dissent Brennan, joined by Douglas and
quorum, however, prevented the Senate from convening.[1][2] As
Marshall

chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Public Buildings and
Grounds, Gravel convened a meeting of the subcommittee and spent an hour reading part of the Pentagon Papers
into the record.[1] Prevented by his dyslexia from continuing, Gravel had the remainder of the Pentagon Papers
entered into the record.[1][2]
Gravel subsequently arranged to have the Pentagon Papers published by a private publisher. The publisher was
Beacon Press, a non-profit book publisher owned by the Unitarian Universalist Association.[2]
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A federal grand jury was subsequently empaneled to investigate possible violations of federal law in the release of
the report. Leonard Rodberg, a Gravel aide, was subpoenaed to testify about his role in obtaining and arranging for
p~blication of the Pentagon Papers. Senator Gravel intervened and asked a court to quash the subpoena,
c~ntending that forcing Rodberg to testify would violate the Speech or Debate Clause of the Constitution.[3]
a~ district court refused to grant the motion to quash but did agree to proscribe certain questions.[4] The trial court
so held that publication of the Pentagon Papers by a private press was not protected by the Speech or Debate
Clause.[4] The Court of Appeals affirmed the district court’s ruling (although it modified the categories of barred
questions).[5] The United States appealed the barring of questions, and Senator Gravel appealed the ruling
regarding publication. The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari.[6]

Majority holding
In a 5-4 ruling, the Supreme Court held that the privileges of the Constitution’s Speech or Debate Clause enjoyed
by members of Congress also extend to Congressional aides. Rejecting the reasoning of the court of appeals and
substituting its own, "...the privilege available to the aide is confined to those services that would be immune
legislative conduct if performed by the Senator himself," the Court declared.[7] However, the Court refused to
protect congressional aides from prosecution for criminal conduct, or from testifying at trials or grand jury
proceedings involving third-party crimes.[8] The Supreme Court also threw out the lower courts’ order permitting
some questions and barring others, concluding that if the testimony is privileged then the privilege is absolute.[9]
However, the Court upheld the district court’s ruling regarding private publication. "[Private] publication by
Senator Gravel through the cooperation of Beacon Press was in no way essential to the deliberations of the Senate;
nor does questioning as to private publication threaten the integrity or independence of the Senate by
impermissibly exposing its deliberations to executive influence.’’[l°]

Dissents
Associate Justice Potter Stewart dissented in part, concluding that the Court had too narrowly construed the
protections granted by the Speech or Debate Clause. Justice Stewart would have extended the protections of the
clause to cover testimony before a grand jury about preparing for legislative acts as well.J11]
In his dissent, Associate Justice William O. Douglas argued that the private publication was an adjunct of speech
or debate function of Senator Gravel, and was therefore protected speech. He further condenmed politicians for
excessive secrecy and the media for largely failing to challenge it:
The story of the Pentagon Papers is a chronicle of suppression of vital decisions to protect the reputations
and political hides of men who worked an amazingly successful scheme of deception on the American
people. They were successful not because they were astute, but because the press had become a frightened,
regimented, submissive instrument, fattening on favors from those in power and forgetting the great tradition
of reporting. To allow the press further to be cowed by grand jury inquiries and prosecution is to carry the
concept of"abridging" the press to frightening proportions.[12]
In his dissent, Associate Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. disagreed with the majority’s narrow construction of the
Speech or Debate Clause, and defined a much broader conception of the right. Brennan was joined by Justices
Douglas and Marshall.[12]
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The case is considered a landmark for not only reaffirming the constitutional protections offered by the Speech or

Debate Clause, but for narrowing it as well.[13]

also
’ ¯ List of United States Supreme Court cases, volume 408
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Vietnam Archive: Pentagon Study Traces 3 Decades of Growing U. S.
Involvement
ByNEILSHEEHAN JUNE 13, 1971

A massive study of how the United States went to war in Indochina, con ducted by
the Pentagon three years ago, demonstrates that four administrations progrestively
developed a sense of commitment to a non-Communist Vietnam, a readiness to
fight the North to pro tect the South, and an ultimate frustra tion with this effort--to
a much greater extent than their public statements acknowledged at the time.
The 3,ooo-page analysis, to which 4,000 pages of official documents are
appended, was commissioned by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and
covers the American involvement in Southeast Asia from World War II to mkr-1968
--the start of the peace talks in Paris after President Lyndon B. John son had set a
limit on further military commitments and revealed his intention to retire. Most of
the study and many of the appended documents have been obtained by The New
York Times and will be described and presented in a series of articles beginning
today.
Three pages of documentary material from the Pentagon study begin on Page
35.
Though far from a complete history, even at 2.5 million words, the study forms
a great archive of government decision-making on Indochina over three decades.
The study led its 3o to 40 au thors and researchers to many broad conclusions and
specific findings, in cluding the following:
Y£hat the Truman Administration’s de cision to give military aid to France in
her colonial war against the Communist led Vietminh "directly involved" the United
States in Vietnam and "set" the course of American policy.
¶That the Eisenhower Administra tion’s decision to rescue a fledgling South
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Vietnam from a Communist take over and attempt to undermine the new
Communist regime of North Vietnam gave the Administration a "direct role in the
ultimate breakdown of the Geneva settlement" for Indochina in 1954.
~That the Kennedy Administration, though ultimately spared from major
escalation decisions by the death of its leader, transformed a policy of "lim ited-risk
gamble," which it inherited, into a "broad commitment" that left President Johnson
with a choice between more war and withdrawal.
¶That the Johnson Administration, though the President was reluctant and
hesitant to take the final decisions, in tensified the covert warfare against North
Vietnam and began planning in the spring of 1964 to wage overt war, a full year
before it publicly revealed the depth of its involvement and its fear of defeat.
¶That this campaign of growing clan destine military press the, through 1964
and the expanding program of bombing North Vietnam in 1965 were begun de spite
the judgment of the Government’s intelligence community that the measures would
not cause Hanoi to cease its support of the Vietcong, insurgency in the South, and
that the bombing was deemed militarily ineffective within a few months.
~£hat these four succeeding administrations built up the American political,
military and psychological stakes in In dochina, often more deeply than they realized
at the time, with large-scale military equipment to the French in 195o; with acts of
sabotage and terror warfare against North Vietnam begin ning in 1954; with moves
that encouraged and abetted the overthrow of President Ngo Dinh Diem of South
Vietnam in 1963; with plans, pledges and threats of further action that sprang to life
in the Tonkin Gulf clashes in Au gust, 1964; with the careful preparation of public
opinion for the years of open warfare that were to follow; and with the calculation in
1965, as the planes and troops were openly committed to sustained combat, that
neither accommodation inside South Vietnam nor early negotiations with North
Vietnam would achieve the desired result.
The Pentagon study also ranges be yond such historical judgments, It suggests
that the predominant American interest was at first containment of Com munism
and later the defense of the power, influence and prestige of the United States, in
both stages irrespec tive of conditions in Vietnam.
And it reveals a great deal about the ways in which several administrations
conducted their business on a fate ful course, with much new information about the
roles of dozens of senior of ficials of both major political parties and a whole
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generation of military commanders.
The Pentagon study was divided into chronological and thematic chapters of
narrative and analysis, each with its own documentation attached. The Times -which has obtained all but one of nearly 40 volumes-has collated these materials
into major segments of varying chronological length, from one that broadly covers
the two decades be fore 196o to one that deals intensively with the agonizing debate
in the weeks following the 1968 Tet offensive.
The months from the beginning of 1964 to the Tonkin Gulf incident in August
were a pivotal period, the study makes clear, and The Times begins its series with
this phase.
The TimesMachine archive viewer is a subscriber-only feature. This article is also
available separately as a high-resolution PDF for $3.95.
We are continually improving the quality of our text archives. Please send feedback,
error reports, and suggestions to archive feedback@nytimes.com.
A version of this archives appears in print on June 13, 1971, on page 1 of the New York edition with the
headline: Vietnam Archive: Pentagon Study Traces 3 Decades of Growing U. S. Involvement.
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The War in Vietnam: Lyndon Johnson & The EscaHory" Phase
U.S. Troops Stationed in Vietnam (in lO00s)
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